This paper presents an approach to on-line control design for aircraft that have suffered either actuator failure, missing effector surfaces, surface damage, or any combination.
Introduction
Reconfiguration in flight concerns the ability of the feedback system to redesign itself, in the presence of actuator failure, missing surfaces, and wing damage, to maintain stability and some acceptable level of handling qualities. A reconfigurable control law is generally the integration of at least three important elements: l)failure detection and isolation to determine which surface is no longer useful, 2)on-line parameter identification to provide a model of the damaged vehicle, and 3)on-line control design which utilizes the information from the other two elements to reestablish control. This paper deals exclusively with the third element: specifically, developing an on-line control design methodology that is robust to information errors obtained from the other two elements.
Over the past decade, the literature concerning the on-line design portion of reconfigurable controls has been dominated by two concepts: dynamic inversion (DI) 1 and receding horizon optimal (RHO) 2 control. The issue of model error and dynamic inversion in on-line control design was revisited in Boeing's approach to RESTORE 9. A different explicit model following control structure was selected where dynamic inversion was applied directly to the vehicle. An online neural network, based on the work of Kim and Calise I°, adaptively regulated the error in the plant inversion to yield the desired rate response of select control variables.
In truth, the net was a short term memory device that modeled the inversion error. If the optimal fit (not necessarily obtained on-line) satisfied a
Lyapunov-based constraint m m2, the controller could stabilize the vehicle without immediate intervention from parameter identification.
The optimal fit is determined by the net's structure, i.e. the number/type of basis functions and weightings. For the failures considered in RESTORE, the number of weightings required in the pitch, roll, and yaw channels were 18, 72, and 72 respectively 13. For failures not considered, no mechanism was offered to adapt the structure, i.e. complexity, of the neural net to model different sets of inversion errors. This is one approach to desensitize dynamic inversion to model uncertainty.
Another is the approach taken in this paper which reformulates dynamic inversion to be less dependent on the onboard model.
The proposed approach to desensitize dynamic inversion for on-line control design is an extension of Smith's approach for standard flight control _4 to address 
where the dim(g) > 3. The control objective here is to obtain g such that three state-dependent control variables corresponding to the longitudinal, lateral, and directional axes, 
If the input mapping g(x, t_) can be expressed as 
Here, x is the actual state (not a perturbation) and the elements of A and G, are the stability and control derivatives, respectively.
A key difficulty for dynamic inversion is the onboard storage of the nominal bias and the required bias corrections which typically depend on all the elements of x .
Another problem with equation 7 for on-line control design concerns the system's actual control mapping. The required mapping, G6, is actually the nonlinear control mapping g(x, g) rendering the pseudo inverse solution in (7) inappropriate. While some have proposed neural nets x°to get around this problem, there is a much easier procedure using a modified approach to dynamic inversion that eliminates all the problems cited.
To develop the modified form, consider the equations of motion as they actually appear with a nonlinear control mapping 
Using the standard linear definition,
with partials evaluated at points (Xo,6o) on the state/control trajectory,
in the neighborhood of [Xo, 6 o] where A6 = 6 -6 o .
With regard to dynamic inversion control, y = h(x) and
5, _x
As before, a minimum norm solution provides a A6 so 
Here X, Y, and Z represent the total aerodynamic and thrust forces (Ib), L, M, and N represent the total aerodynamic and thrust moments (ft-lb); lxx, Iyy, Izz, and lxz are the moments and products of inertia 
The total forces and moments can generally be decomposed in the form
where X a is the component of axial force due to the baseline aerodynamics, X t is the axial force component due to engine thrust which includes the effects of pitch and yaw thrust vectoring, and X& is the axial force due to aerodynamic effector deflection.
Let X6t denote that portion of X t due to thrust vectoring.
Consulting equations 18 and 19, let ko correspond to the state vector
The linear and angular accelerations will be obtained from a special grouping of accelerometers to be discussed in the next section. 
In equation 22, all angular accelerations are converted to units of deg]s 2.
In this paper, two sets of control variables are considered for reconfiguration. In one set, In the second set,
only the moments are used to produce the desired dynamics (not the same desired dynamics as the first set). The control resulting from these two sets of control variables will be referred to as the 'Force and x AT//_j = @ -_j) -cox cox A__j (26) where A__j represents the distance r/-rj, {i, j = 1,2,3; i * j}. One important aspect is that the distance between sensor groups, and not the distance to the cg, is needed for the angular acceleration solution.
A total of nine equations can be generated from equation 24. In generic form these are
where the right hand side is There are multiple solutions for ,bb , 00, and i" b .
Only five of the nine accelerometers are required with the stipulation that at least one accelerometer 5
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In this paper, (/_b, qb,/'b ) are derived from a leastsquares solution of 12 equations, 9 from equation (27) and 3 
Control Derivatives
For this study, complete tables of control derivatives have been generated from the aerodynamic database.
There are at least three reasons for doing this.
1. The modified dynamic inversion control must carry a representation of this control derivative database.
2.
Problems with the proposed control redesign methodology are separated from potential problems with real time system identification methodology.
3. Tables provide a baseline for the real time system identification method. 
Simulation Results
(41) For the baseline example, the airplane was trimmed straight and level at 25000 feet and Mach 0.7. A directional channel doublet of amplitude 5 degrees was commanded during the first 5 seconds. At 7.5 seconds into the simulation, a 50 degrees bank angle step was commanded, and between 11 and 16 seconds a 5 deg/sec pitch doublet was commanded.
In addition, at 0.05 second into the simulation, the throttle was increased 60°above than the trim value. This large increase in throttle along with the downward direction of the velocity vector caused Mach number to increase from 0.7 to near 0.9 over the 20-second simulation.
Results are illustrated in the four plots shown in shown in the fourth plot. Tracking results are almost as good as the results obtained using the achievable dynamics tool 22 that did not include actuator dynamics. Figure 5 has the same set of plots for an example illustrating a change in aerodynamics resulting from two missing surfaces.
One second into the simulation both the left elevon and the left SSD are declared missing, which could happen if part of the left wing is damaged.
The control system instantaneously knows about the missing surfaces and reconfigures by excluding these controls.
Since the SSD controls are unilateral the right SSD is also excluded to prevent the control allocator from commanding the missing control.
Recall that a stability matrix isn't required since the changing forces and moments resulting from the revised aerodynamics are completely measured by accelerometers.
Comparing these results with the baseline case in figure 4 shows that tracking is only slightly degraded.
The system response looks good because there is enough control power to compensate for the failures. illustrating robustness to these failures.
In the reconfigured example the right AMT is used to help counteract moments produced by the failed left AMT. In both cases, the remaining control effectors (not shown) go to new positions to compensate for the forces and moments generated by the stuck AMT and the missing thrust moment from the yaw nozzle.
However, in the non-reconfigurable example the left tail is saturated for a short period during the simulation causing the errors seen in the figure.
Moment (M) Aanroach
As discussed in the Flying Qualities section, the main change for the moment approach is that control variables are the three angular rates ( Pb, qb, rb ) Gain uncertainty boundary limits were set at a factor of 10 (+ 20 db) and the time delay limit was set at 2 seconds. Uncertainty results are shown in table 6.
Only those variables with at least one uncertainty within the boundary limit for which the system is unstable are shown in the In an attempt to further promote robustness, two control structures involving two sets of control variables were investigated. The first, the force and moment (F&M) approach requires both linear and angular control derivatives. The second, moment (M) approach requires only the angular control derivatives.
The derivatives required are determined by the control variables specified in the inner dynamic inversion loop.
The F&M control uses a mixture of force type control variables ( a and fl ) and moment type control variables ( Pb, qb, rb 
